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Stop OVER paying your mechanic!

TrustMyMechanic.com is announcing a newly-designed Web site offering auto repair advice
readers can really use. Hosted by popular author Austin Davis, this site provides interesting
and informative articles, insider tricks and money saving secrets revealed by the Honest
Mechanic.

(PRWEB) August 4, 2003 -- Austin Davis, a freelance writer for the auto repair industry, presents a newly-
designed Website http://www.trustmymechanic.com inspired by his acclaimed consumer advocate articles.

Austin, author of the popular e-book What YourMechanic Doesn't Want You to Know, is known throughout the
auto repair industry as the "Honest Mechanic." His work as a feature columnist for several venues and his
popular newsletters have inspired the new Website design, which includes a forum for readers to ask for advice
and help with their auto repair problems. Another popular feature of the new TrustMyMechanic.com site is the
parts gallery, where consumers can get information about the parts and recommend repairs that they are
researching.

Austin doesnÂ�t do Â�how toÂ� material, but concentrates on consumer advocate issues and
maintenance/repair advice. Many of his articles also deal with issues like avoiding common auto repair scams,
what NOT to say to a mechanic, and dealing with insurance companies and body shops with automobile claims.

In addition to his popular written work, Austin personally answers numerous e-mail questions from readers
with auto-related problems. He enjoys not only sharing his years of experience, but also building a rapport with
readers. For more information about Austin's work, or to inquire about adding a weekly column of this nature to
your publication, contact Austin at austin@trustmymechanic.com.

Please take a moment to review some of the material on the new Web site, http://www.trustmymechanic.com
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Contact Information
Austin Davis
Trust My Mechanic.com
http://www.trustmymechanic.com
713.880.0413

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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